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Case - definition of case by The Free Dictionary case - a person who is subjected to experimental or other observational procedures; someone who is an object of
investigation; "the subjects for this investigation were selected randomly"; "the cases that we studied were drawn from two different communities. The Case of:
JonBenÃ©t Ramsey - Wikipedia The Case of: JonBenÃ©t Ramsey is a 2016 documentary miniseries about the murder of JonBenÃ©t Ramsey in Boulder, Colorado
on December 25, 1996. The miniseries aired on CBS on September 18, and 19, 2016. In case (of) - English Grammar Today - Cambridge Dictionary In case (of) English Grammar Today - a reference to written and spoken English grammar and usage - Cambridge Dictionary.

In the case of | Define In the case of at Dictionary.com Regarding, in the matter of, in that instance. For example, In the case of James, they decided to promote him to
the next grade. [Late 1300s] Also see in case, def. 2. The Case of: JonBenÃ©t Ramsey (TV Mini-Series 2016â€“ ) - IMDb With Jim Clemente, Christopher
Beanland, Danny Bohnen, Stan Burke. A team of investigators re-examine the 20 year-old unsolved murder of JonBenÃ©t Ramsey. The Case Restaurant and
Champagne Bar Leicester Cooking with fresh seasonal produce, offering no-nonsense British food with an eclectic mix from around the globe. Wine, cocktails, beer,
coffee, Champagne.

In case of - Idioms by The Free Dictionary in case of In the event of (something). In case of fire, please use the stairs. In case of severe weather, please take shelter.
See also: case, of in case of. case | Definition of case in English by Oxford Dictionaries Definition of case - an instance of a particular situation; an example of
something occurring, an instance of a disease, injury, or problem, a legal ac.
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